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This document details the design and development of Killbox, an
interactive installation and downloadable computer game that critically
explores the nature of drone warfare, its complexities and
consequences. Conceived as a creative response to the use of
weaponized drones, or “UAV’s” in the global war on terror, the project
is a critical, serious game that engages players in a simulated
experience of play incorporating two points of view, that of the drone
pilot or a civilian on the ground in North Waziristan, Pakistan. Killbox
explores the use of technology to transform and extend political and
military power, and the abstraction of killing through virtualisation.
Killbox, involves audiences in a fictionalized interactive experience in a
virtual environment based on documented drones strikes in Pakistan.
The work was designed for both temporary installations in museum,
gallery and festival settings whereby players face off across a custom
designed kiosk or table; the game is as well freely downloadable from
major game streaming platforms such as Steam and itch.io. The work is
an international collaboration between U.S. based artist/activist,
Joseph DeLappe and the Biome Collective, including artists and game
developers, Malath Abbas, Tom Demajo and Albert Elwin.

Research Questions:
This research addressed several research questions:
•How can a video game create an experience of empathetic play
addressing drone warfare?
•How can the structure of two person-play in video games be adapted
to address highly divergent contexts of agency?
•How can video game technology be utilized to create an interactive
experience that subverts the conventions of typical war gaming play?

Background:
Over the past decade+ of the “war on terror”, Western military and intelligence services have enthusiastically embraced the use
of armed, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) as weapons of choice against Al Qaeda in conflict zones which include: Iraq,
Afghanistan, Yemen, Somalia, Libya and Pakistan. The Bureau of Investigative Journalism estimates that in the North Waziristan
region of Pakistan alone, between 2004 and 2015, 424 CIA operated drones have killed an estimated 3,926 people; of these, it is
estimated that approximately 960 civilians have been killed, including 207 children.
UAV’s (or “Drones”)- have become cultural touchstones of sorts; made reference to in numerous media sources as representing
the ultimate “gamification” of warfare. That said, it is curious that there are relatively few games or interactive experiences that
actually attempt to address the subject of drones. It is ironic that a weapon system that is so conceptually connected to
computer games has seen so little serious treatment in the world of computer gaming and interactive media. This is likely due to
the asymmetrical nature of drone warfare – in most computer games, for the sake of dynamic and challenging game play, there
exists a balance between opposing forces. A drone pilot faces zero threat from those on the ground – while those living under
drones are completely lacking in agency. It is this very unequal and asymmetrical aspect of drone warfare that we see to engage
through simulative gameplay and interactivity, to make for a compelling and meaningful artwork. This is a central tenet of the
ideation process behind the development of Killbox – to develop a simulative interactive experience that focuses players upon
the moral, ethical, human and technological conditions surrounding drone warfare.
The name Killbox refers to coordinate spaces on the world map used by the military, which can become temporarily activated to
legalise drone missile strikes in countries with which there is no official war.

Concept:
Our goal is to explore the controversial nature of drone
warfare, focusing on the differences and relationships
between those living under “droned skies” and those who
control these weapons from a distance. Our goal was to
create a visceral interactive experience to drive home the
controversial nature of contemporary “asymmetrical
warfare”. The result being a participatory experience that
gives players access to some aspect of what it might be
like to exist in the conflict zone that is North Waziristan,
while also inviting the player to explore some of the moral
complexities which could face a drone pilot. It is through
the uniquely immersive nature of gameplay of these
points of view that we intend to challenge expectations
and inform through critical play. Furthermore, there is a
specific activist motivation behind the development of
Killbox. This project is being developed as a contrarian
response to western culture’s seemingly open embrace of
militarized drones.

Design Process:
Killbox was developed using an iterative process where the game was
prototyped, play tested and reevaluated prior to working product release.
There were essentially two versions of the game, the initial prototype
featured simplified graphics, game mechanics and sound. Version 1 played a
critical role towards informing the creation of the final version of the game.
Of primary concern throughout the design process was to effectively create
an engaging and playable experience for two players where one of the
players would essentially have complete control over the outcome of the
game – that is, the launching of missiles from the drone and the killing of
the other player on the ground. The primary design challenge was how to
facilitate play that would not mirror a typical shooting game experience –
transforming the mechanics of targeting and shooting from a challenge and
something fun to a systematically inevitable and serious choice on the part
of the drone pilot. On the ground, the challenge was to create a playable
scenario that very quickly absorbed the playable environment that quickly
belied the horrific nature of what was to come as the game progressed. This
was accomplished utilizing simplified and colorful graphics and the design of
an avatar child as an abstracted form.

The Game:
Players are given the choice between
what are two interconnected
perspectives and experiences – either to
play as a Waziri villager in Pakistan living
under the audible threat of a drone
circling unseen above – or that of a
remotely based drone pilot targeting the
same location from afar.

The Pilot:
As the drone pilot, the players role is to acquire and destroy a target in a
controlled, linear and realistic simulated experience - viscerally
disconnected from the act by thousands of virtual miles. Based on available
documentation, we designed a stylized version of a sensor operators
targeting screen. Slowly circling the target area from above, the pilot is both
hugely powerful and yet severely limited in what they can actually do. The
drone pilot’s sense of the experience space is confined and defined by the
lens of the technology and dialogue with unseen others (the sensor
operator and command control/CIA). From their high-altitude vantage
point, the player is protected and disassociated from the target area. We
want the experience to be voyeuristic and questionable.
We reinforced this by creating an experience of a rigid, simplified and
authoritarian framework which makes it relatively easy for the player to
“succeed” by merely following instruction. By placing the participator in an
evolving relationship with virtual others through dialogue, training them
through easily acquired goals, and by using positive feedback loops that
reward the completion of simplified objectives, we constructed an
experience where the act of pulling the trigger seems to be the natural
outcome of the narrative. Through their limited gods-eye view, the drone
pilot watches for movement below. One of the moving objects is the second
player.

The Villager:
The second player is a child in a farming village. Their movements through a
stylised simulated landscape involve exploring the environment and
interacting with other villagers. This is an abstracted vision of village life as
experienced through the eyes of a child - far from the rigid structure of the
military. In this perspective, the player is free to do what they like, to
explore and to interact however they choose in an open and free
environment without defined goals. Interactions are designed to be simple
and delightful, our goal was to quickly engage the player’s senses in a
responsive and immersive world.
The player and other characters in this perspective are represented by
animated dots. We discovered in our research several maps of drone strikes
marking civilian victims as red dots. These dots are representative of the
“data points” used by information visualisations on drone strikes. We aim to
reverse this by giving these statistical representations life through
movement and a sense of context - people in a place doing things. Further,
the use of these dots define the abstracted and reduced aesthetic of this
part of the experience. This frees the audience from any visually
preconceived notions and allows for an experience defined through
participation and involvement. Despite the simple distraction provided by
this experience, there is an inevitable moment when the experience of the
villager and pilot collide. It is at the point of impact that the
interrelationship of the players becomes clear, and both are provided space
for reflection, and to question their actions and the experience itself.

Why A Computer Game?
There has been much critical interest, activity and dialogue surrounding what are sometimes referred to variably as ”serious games”, “art
games” or “game art” in the contemporary arts milieu. One might think of the serious games movement, or art games in relation to the
larger computer gaming industry as one might think of independent film’s relationship to Hollywood. Game art can be understood as a
form of media based practice that utilises video games as an artistic medium. Game art often involves the adaptation or repurposing of
existing games through artistic modification, in-game intervention and performance, appropriation, or, as with Kill Box, the creation of
games.
Our project lies within an emerging genre often referred to as “serious” or “social impact games”. The Games for Change organization, in
their mission statement notes that they are dedicated to “Catalysing Social Impact Through Digital Games” and “to leverage
entertainment and engagement for social good”. These sentiments are clearly in line with our motivations behind creating Kill Box.
Computer games are uniquely capable of drawing in participants into what is often referred to as “immersive play”. This refers to when a
player feels that he or she is really “there” and that a simulated experience feels “real”. This is most often exploited in commercial
computer games to drive specific narrative experiences for the sole purpose of entertainment and profit.
Contrary to this, a serious game, or social impact game essentially utilizes the immersive possibilities of computer gaming interactivity to
draw users into an experience that is at once engaging and entertaining but as well leads to an intensity of feeling. The moral
implications of Kill Box transform play into a meaningful interactive experience to encourage reflection and critical thinking with the
ultimate goal of fostering social change. This is particularly relevant to our subject matter, remote killing using UAV’s or drones – the very
systems utilized to operate these devices have been developed to mimic commercial gaming systems, from the drone controls or
joysticks to the screen graphics utilized on drone control screens. It is through interactive game play that we intend this project to
viscerally affect users – by drawing players into an immersive gaming experience, either as a civilian or a drone pilot, we intend to both
challenge the expectations of “play” and to create an opportunity for users to critically examine the larger issues at hand and their
complicity in regard to such.

Gameplay Video: Killbox, documentary produced by the V&A Dundee
(on view in the Scottish Design Galleries since 2018)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hC-2pCs8Tmc

Dissemination and Impact:
Killbox has been shared and experienced via, game
streaming sites, web-based downloads, screenings, lectures,
publications and community based public events.
In 2016 Killbox was nominated for a Scottish BAFTA Award in
the “Best Computer Game” category.
As of 2020, Killbox has been downloaded by over 7000 users.
The Killbox YouTube teaser trailer has to date received 16K
views. Since 2016 Killbox has been shown in over 50 national
and international exhibitions and installations in galleries,
museums and festivals, these include: The Karachi Art
Summit, Pakistan; NEoN Digital Arts Festival, Dundee; the
Sonoma Valley Museum of Art, USA; and Amaze Berlin,
Germany among many others.
In 2017 Killbox was selected to be shown in the travelling
touring exhibition Games and Politics, developed by GoetheInstitut and ZKM, this exhibition has travelled the last three
years to over 30 international cities, including: Mexico City,
San Francisco, Jakarta, Hanoi, Sao Paulo, Manila, Novosibirsk,
Singapore, Nancy, Kuala Lumpur, Wellington, Brussels,
Istanbul, Sarajevo, Ramallah, New Delhi and Toronto among
others. In 2018, The V&A Dundee produced and featured a
video documentary about Killbox in its’ Scottish Design
Gallery. inaugural exhibition in the form of a short video
documentary, shown in the new Scottish Design Gallery., Tto
date, the museum has attracted well overdrawn more than 1
million visitors. Killbox was featured in the high-profile
exhibition 24/7: A wake up call for a non-stop world, at
Somerset House, London, 2019-20, this exhibition drew
nearly 35,000 visitors.

Selected Press:
Killbox has received positive coverage in both the popular and
scholarly media ranging from print, online and television.
•Games and Politics in Istanbul, Showcase, TRT World, Turkish
English Language Television Network, Istanbul, Turkey
•Gach, Ethan, “Killbox Videogame About the True Horror of Drone
Warfare”, Killscreen.com
•Campbell, Colin, “Kill Box is a Troubling Game About Drone
Warfare”, Polygon.com
•McDermid, Val, “Val McDermind Plays Killbox”, Artsnight, BBC2,
London, UK
•Beauchamp, Scott, “A Critique of Conscience in Joseph DeLappe’s
Video Games”, Pacific Standard
•Gregory, Derek, “Killboxes and Drone Shadows”, Geographical
Imaginations: War, Space and Security
•Phillips, Amanda, “Response to Joseph DeLappe’s Killbox”,
Amanda Phillips: Gamer Trouble,. Mechropolitics. Difference in the
Digital.
•In 2016 youtube user and game reviewer iwanPlays posted a
video playthrough and review of version 1 of Killbox that has
garnered over 5000 views.
•In 2018 independent filmmaker Damastès created a short
documentary share on youtube about Killbox: “Killbox - The fake
mirror of bombs” has received over 2000 views.
•Altomonte, Jenna, "Playing Killbox: Didactic Gaming and Drone
Warfare", book chapter, Gaming Beyond the Digital Divide: Video
Games and Game Cultures of the Global South, published by the
University of Minnesota Press.
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